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“An investment in knowledge 
pays the best interest.” 

Benjamin Franklin

(research 10 facts about Benjamin Franklin) 



Instructions for using your Knowledge Organiser
The timetable on the next page tells 
you which subjects you should be 
studying on which days (it doesn’t 
matter if you have that subject on 
that day or not, you should follow 
the timetable). 

You are to use your exercise book to 
show the work you have done. Each 
evening you should start a new page 
and put the date clearly at the top. 

You need to bring your KO and 
exercise book with you EVERY DAY 
to school.  Your KO and exercise 
book will be checked regularly in 
form time.

You will also be tested in your 
lessons on knowledge from the 
organisers.

You must use the revision strategy Look – Say – Cover – Write - Check to learn the 
knowledge.  You can also use your KOs and book in a number of different ways but 
you should not just copy from the Knowledge Organiser into your book.

Presentation
You should take pride in how you present your work: 
• Each page should be clearly dated at the top right hand side with the Subject

written in the middle e.g. English. 
• Half way down the page a line should divide it in two with Next Subject e.g. 

Maths written above the dividing line.
• Each half of the page should be neatly filled with evidence of self-testing. There 

should be an appropriate amount of work. 
• Failure to show pride in your presentation or wasting space on your page with large 

writing or starting a number of lines down will result in a negative AtL.
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Year 7 Knowledge Organiser Homework Timetable

You are expected to study the subjects shown on your timetable each day.  You need to spend 20 
minutes on each subject and you will need to evidence your work in your exercise book.

WEEK A Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

MONDAY English Spanish Geography

TUESDAY Science Maths PD

WEDNESDAY History Music Science

THURSDAY RE Maths Food

FRIDAY Computing Technology English

WEEK B Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

MONDAY English Drama Geography

TUESDAY Science Maths RE

WEDNESDAY History PE Science

THURSDAY RE Maths Spanish

FRIDAY Computing Art English
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Reading Log
Use this reading log to record the books you read and how long you have spent reading.

“The more that you read, the more things you will know.  The 
more that you learn, the more places you’ll go”

Dr Seuss

Week MON TUE WED THURS FRI SAT SUN Book(s) read (title and author) Time spent 
reading

Parent
comment/signature

04/01/2021

11/01/2021

18/01/2021

25/01/2021

01/02/2021

08/02/2021
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Year 7 English Term 2A: Roald Dahl Short Stories

Short stories

A short story still has a beginning, middle and end 

but isn’t as long as a novel.

Fiction

This is when the story isn’t true. Its characters are imaginary and the story line is made up.

Language used:

Adjective- describes a noun

Adverb- used to add detail to a verb

Foreshadowing- hinting that something 

bad is going to happen

Exaggeration- making something seem 

that it’s worse or bigger than it is.

Pathetic fallacy- Where the weather 

reflects the mood for example dark 

clouds or a storm could mean you’re in a 

bad mood. 

Features of fiction:

Characters- the people in the 

story

Setting- where the story is 

set

Plot- what the story is about

Problem- the main issue in the 

story

Resolution- how the problem in 

the story is solved/fixed.

Key Words:

Tension – a build up of emotional stress/worry.

Analyse – explore in detail.

Engage – interest.

Character – the people in the stories. 

Intention – what was the writer trying to achieve?
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Year 7 English Term 2A: Roald Dahl Short Stories

Things we have to think about when 

analysing:

• What gets you hooked on the story?

• What problems do the characters 

face?

• What is the most dramatic/exciting 

part of the story? 

When studying short stories 

we need to look at:

Title

Characters

Plot

Setting

Point of view

Theme

Words

Find powerful words. These are the ones

that stand out to you the most.

Effect

What effect do the words have? What

do they do and how do they make the

reader feel?

Techniques

What language technique/s is the writer

using?

Reader

What is the reader’s reaction? How do

you think the reader felt?

A five stage story should take the reader through 

the following:

• Introduction- an opening/start of the story 

that gets the reader hooked.

• Rising action- when the tension is built up

• Climax or turning point- this is the most 

dramatic part of the story

• Resolution- this is how the problem is resolved 

or fixed. 
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Year 7 Maths – Term 2A
Problem Solving at St Cuthbert's

Don't forget
Always show your working out
Never round half way through a question
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Year 7 Maths – Term 2A
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Year 7 Science - Term 2A: Cells Key Words

Nucleus Controls everything that 
happens in the cell. It 
contains the DNA

Cell membrane Controls what enters and 
leaves the cell

Cell wall Gives stability and strength 
to plant cells

cytoplasm Where all the chemical 
reactions take place

mitochondria Where respiration takes place

chloroplast Contain chlorophyll which 
absorbs light for 
photosynthesis

vacuole Contains cell sap and supports
the cell

Respiration Chemical reaction to make 
energy 

Photosynthesis Chemical reaction in plants to 
make glucose (food)

chlorophyll Green liquid inside 
chloroplasts

Plant cell Animal cell
Nucleus
Cell membrane
Cytoplasm
Mitochondria
Cell wall
Chloroplast 
Vacuole 
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Year 7 Science – Term 2A - Cells

The skeletal 
system works as a 
support structure 
for your body and 
has five main 
functions:
• gives the body 

its shape, 
• allows 

movement, 
• makes blood 

cells,
• provides 

protection for 
organs

• stores 
minerals.

Using a  microscope
1. Plug in the microscope and turn on the light
2. Place the slide on the stage and hold in place with 

the clips
3. Turn the objective lens to the lowest magnification
4. Look down the eyepiece lens and use the fine and  

coarse focus knobs to make the image clearer.
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Year 7 RE – Term 2A
Living as People of God

Key Words
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10. Kingdom A realm ruled by a king or queen

11. Kingdom of 
God

The description of the relationship 
between God and humanity, shown through 
the Old Testament teachings

12. Parable A story told by Jesus with a heavenly
meaning

13. Parable of 
the Sower

A parable about the Kingdom of God

14. Pope Leader of the Catholic Church 

15. Church Community of Christians 

16. church A place of Christian worship

17. CAFOD Catholic Agency for Overseas Development

18. Pope Francis The current Pope

19. Sermon on the 
Mount

When Jesus gave us teachings for example 
how to pray and the Beatitudes 

20. Beatitudes Blessings from Jesus



Year 7 Geography – Term 2A Unit 3: Climate change and hazardous weather
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Atmosphere: The envelope of air surrounding the Earth and bound to it by gravity.

Climate: Long-term weather averages (over a least a year)

Climate Change: Climate change refers to any significant change in the measures of climate 
lasting for an extended period of time. In other words, climate change includes major 
changes in temperature, precipitation, or wind patterns, among others, that occur over 
several decades or longer.

Evaporation: The physical process by which a liquid or solid substance is transformed to a 
gas; the opposite of condensation.

Global Warming: The recent and ongoing global average increase in temperature near the 
Earth’s surface.

Hurricane: A hurricane is a powerful, rotating storm that forms over warm oceans near the 
equator in the Atlantic Ocean, the Caribbean Sea, or the eastern Pacific Ocean. Hurricanes 
have strong, counter clockwise winds (at least 74 miles per hour), a huge amount of rain, low 
air pressure, thunder and lightning.

Precipitation: Any of all of the forms of water particles, whether liquid or solid, that fall 
from the atmosphere and reach the ground. The forms of precipitation are: rain, drizzle, 
snow, snow grains, snow pellets, diamond dust, hail, and ice pellets.

Temperature: A physical quantity characterizing the mean random motion of molecules in a 
physical body. In other words, it is a measure of the degree of hotness or coldness of a 
substance.

Weather: The state of the atmosphere, mainly with respect to its effects upon life and 
human activities. As distinguished from climate, weather consists of the short-term (minutes 
to about 15 days) variations of the atmosphere state.

Wind: movement of air caused by changes in temperature and air pressure. Winds are always 
identified by the compass direction from which they blow.

Prevailing wind: The most common wind direction for a particular location.

Relief rainfall: Formed when air is forced to rise over relief features such 
as hills or mountains. Cooling and condensation occurs as the air rises.



Year 7 History – Term 2A Unit 3: The Tudors
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Word Definition

Tudor The dynasty/family who 

ruled Britain from 1485-1603

Catholic A form of Christianity where 

you communicate with God 

through priests, have very 

decorated Churches

Protestantism A form of the Christian 

religion. Believe in a personal 

relationship with God, have 

plain churches etc

Monk A man who lives as part of a 

religious community

Supremacy Being above everyone else

Explorer Someone who discovers a new 

or unfamiliar area

Armada A fleet of warships

Reign The length of time a king or 

queen is in charge for

Date Event

1485 Henry VII, the first Tudor 

monarch, is crowned

1502 Arthur, the heir to the throne dies

1509 Henry VIII becomes king

1534 Act of Supremacy is passed making 

Henry Head of the Church of 

England. 

1536 Act of Union joins Wales to 

England

1544 Henry invades Northern France

1545 Mary Rose sinks fighting the 

French in Portsmouth Harbour

1547 Edward VI becomes King

1553 Mary I becomes Queen

1558 Elizabeth 1 becomes Queen

1570 Drake sails around the world

1587 Mary, Queen of Scots is executed

1588 Spanish Armada

Key event: The Reformation 1517 –
1648

The Reformation changed England’s 
official religion from Catholicism to the 
new Protestant faith. Henry VIII created 
the Church of England (Protestant Church 
when the Pope refused to grant him a 
divorce from Anne Boleyn. 

In 1485, a new family of rulers, the Tudors, seized the throne of 
England. They ruled until 1603, producing two of England's most 

successful monarchs, Henry VIII and Elizabeth I.



Year 7 PD – Term 2A: British Values
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Tolerance - Understanding that we 
all don’t share the same beliefs and 
values.    

Democracy – where everyone has 
a say in what happens

Law - The need for rules to make a happy, 
safe and secure environment to live and 
work.   

Liberty - Protection of your rights 
and the right of others you are 
with.   

Respect - Respecting the values, ideas and 
beliefs of others.

Responsibility - Something that it is 
your duty to deal with



Year 7 Art – Term 2A

Key Words and Specialist Vocabulary:

Primary Colours—The most important colours from which all others are 
mixed.

Secondary Colours—The colours mixed from the Primaries.

Sketching—A first rough attempt at a drawing. 

Tone—The LIGHT & DARK shading added to an image.

Form—The illusion of DEPTH created through use of TONE. 

Colour Theory

Primary Colours

Secondary Colours

In this project you will need to experiment with mixing colours, 
to create your skin tone, blazer  colour and hair colour. 

The secondary colours are created by 
mixing the primary colours together. 
Red + Blue = Purple.
Blue + Yellow = Green.
Yellow + Red = Orange.

Red, Yellow and Blue are the most 
important colours . These are The Primary
or  first colours in Art , because by mixing 
these together ( in different amounts) all 
other colours in the spectrum/colour wheel 
are created. 

In order to 
successfully mix 
colours in Art, you 
need an understanding 
of  COLOUR THEORY. 
In this wheel you can 
see that the primary 
colour s mix together 
to create the 
secondary  colours.

It is also good 
practice to learn 
the correct name 
for colours used in 
Art. Use this 
wheel to help you 
to learn them.

The Colour Wheel

In this project you will 
need to experiment 
with mixing colours, to 
create your skin tone, 
blazer  colour and hair 
colour. 

Facial Features

To make your Self-
Portrait look realistic 
you will have to look 
carefully at your face 
and try to carefully 
record all of the 
details that you see. 
This image (by Artist 
Manugen) shows how 
adding TONE 
( shading) and detail 
can help to bring your 
drawing to life.

This diagram shows step by step how to create 
a realistic human face. If you try out this 
technique at home, it will transform every face 
drawing that you draw. 
Watching YouTube tutorials about how to draw 
the face, and facial features and practising 
these techniques in your own time will enhance 
your understanding and knowledge before we do 
this work in class. 
When you draw yourself a good idea is to use a 
mirror so that you can get really close to the 
details and shapes that you will need to draw. 
All artists have drawn themselves throughout 
the history of Art. Give it a go.
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Year 7 Computing – Term 2A

Browser – an app that allows you to open 
web pages.

Search engines are websites that help 
you to find things on the web using 
keywords.

The World Wide Web  - A collection of 
webpages found on the internet.
The Internet – a worldwide network of 
computers. Provides services such as the 
web, email and video streaming.

Networks
Definition – Two or more computers connected.
Protocol – The rules that computers on a network used to communicate 
with one another (e.g. using @ for email).
LAN – Local Area Network – Small geographical area.
WAN – Wide Area Network – large geographical area.
Packet - Large amounts of data sent across the internet are split into 
smaller units.
IP address - uniquely identifies every device on the internet.

Network Hardware

Server
Stores all the 
user data and 
information in a 
central location. 
This allows 
users can log 
into any 
computer on 
the network 
and access 
their files.

Hub
Connects a 
number of 
computers 
together. Ports 
allow cables to 
be plugged in 
from each 
connected 
computer.

Cables
Connects 
devices on a 
network. They 
have plastic 
plugs that 
connect into 
sockets on the 
device. The 
cable is made 
from copper.

Router
Needed when a 
network needs 
to be connected 
over a large 
area. The 
router 
forwards 
messages from 
one network to 
another (e.g. 
home router).

Wired Wireless

No trailing wires Allows portability

More secure WiFi, 4G/5G, Bluetooth

Faster and more reliable Quick and cheap to 
connect new devices
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Year 7 Design Technology - Term 2A: Logos and Typography

Typeface:

A typeface is a style of lettering sometimes called a font.  

It is as important as colour and images when trying to create the right image for a product.

There are millions of different typefaces in the world.  However, most of them fall into 4 
categories:

• Serif
• San Serif
• Script
• Decorative

Logo: a symbol or other small 
design adopted by an 
organisation to identify its 
products, uniform and 
vehicles. Do you recognise 
these logos?

Category of font Aimed at Type of product Example

Serif Older people Traditional product Times New Roman

San Serif Younger people Cheaper, modern product Lucida Sans

Script People who want handmade Good quality, handmade Segoe Script

Decorative Anyone Anything to grab 
attention

Minecrafter 3
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Year 7 Design Technology - Term 2A: Logos and Typography

The Design Process

When products are designed they go 
through the design process.

The steps of the design process are below.  
Try to work out a way of remembering 
some of the steps, they are in the correct 
order for you.  

1. Brief
2. Research
3. Specification
4. Design Ideas
5. Development
6. Final Design
7. Planning
8. Making 
9. Evaluation

Design Process for 
a new car logo

Explanation

Brief The car company will ask the design department to 
design a new logo with details of the car. 

Research The designer will look at existing logos on cars.

Specification The designer will have a list of what is needed from 
the logo (colour, material, size)

Design Ideas The designer will design lots of ideas that fit the 
specification.

Development The best designs will be developed to present.

Final Design The designer will refine the most popular design.

Planning The designer will have to work out how the car logo 
is going to be made.

Making The designer will work with the manufacturer to 
get the logo made.

Evaluation The logo will be evaluated against the specification 
to check how suitable it is.
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Year 7 Drama – Term 2A: The terrible fate of Humpty Dumpty
TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES 

HOTSEATING 
A character is questioned by the group about his or 
her background, behaviour and motivation.

FLASHBACK  
A scene or point that takes the narrative back in 
time from the current point.

NARRATOR 
Narration is a technique whereby one or more 
performers speak directly to the audience to tell a 
story, give information or comment on the action of 
the scene or the motivations of characters. 
Characters may narrate, or a performer who is not 
involved in the action can carry out the role of 
‘narrator’.

COMMONLY MISSPELLED WORDS 
IN DRAMA 

Performance 

Scene 

Role

Character 

Monologue 

Narrator 

WHAT IS A PLAYSCRIPT?

A written version of a play used by actors to prepare and rehearse for a performance.

Title: The name given to the play script.

Character list: Found at the beginning of a play script. It tells us what characters are in 

the play. Sometimes it gives us a description of the character and their characteristics.

Stage directions: Used to set the scene. They are an instruction. They tell an actor what 

they should be doing in that scene (their actions) or how they should talk. Normally 

presented in brackets or in italics.

Setting the scene: Gives the actors information/a description about the scene. Where it 

is.

What it is like (weather). Who is there.

Dialogue: The speech between characters. The character’s names are on the left hand 

side of the page. No speech marks. The speech is separated by a colon (:). 

Acts/ Scenes: Like chapters in a book, it is a different part of the play. Used when you 

want to change the location or the time the dialogue is taking place. At the start of a new 

scene, it is important to say where and when it is happening.
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Year 7 Food - Term 2A: Food Choice

Many cereals are processed into breakfast cereals.

The most common cereals are wheat, maize, oats and 
rice. 

They are processed in different ways, such as 
puffed, shredded, flaked or rolled. 

They are often mixed with other ingredients, such 
as nuts, dried fruit and honey to improve their 
flavour, texture and nutritional value. 

Some cereals have sugar added to them, which
makes them less healthy.

Rice
=

Puffed

Maize (corn)
=

Flaked

Maize (corn)
=

Flaked

nuts

honey and sugar 

Carbohydrates

Function in the body (the job it does)
Provide energy for the body for everyday 
function and exercise.

Source (what food it is in)
Rice, potatoes, bread, pasta, grains, beans

Excess (too much eaten)
If too much is eaten or the energy is not 
used it can be stored as fat.

There are two types of carbohydrates

1  Starchy (complex)
2  Sugars
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Year 7 Food - Term 2A: Food Choice

Food miles are the distance food travels from its point of 
origin to your table. 

Food Provenance = where your food has come from

To lower food miles you should buy food that is grown and 
produced locally to where you live. 

Carbon footprint is how much carbon has been produced 
when making, packing and transporting your food.

To lower your carbon footprint you should try to buy 
fruits and vegetables that in season. 

Seasonality is when different fruits and vegetables are 
harvested in different countries.

For example, strawberries in the UK are harvested in 
June, July and August.  
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Year 7 Music – Term 2A: Ukulele – Popular Music
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Ukulele

The ukulele is a member of the guitar family of 
instruments. It generally employs four nylon 
strings.

The ukulele originated in the 19th century as a 
Hawaiian adaptation of the Portuguese machete, 
a small guitar-like instrument

Word Definition

Frets Metal bars on the neck which you push the string 
against to make a pitch. 

Tuners You turn these to tune the ukulele.

Strings These create the sound when they vibrate

Sound
Hole

Helps to amplify and project the sound (make it 
louder).



Year 7 Physical Education – Term 2A Fitness Tests

Sport specific key terms/techniques

Resting Heart Rate How many times our heart beats per minute at rest

Working Heart Rate How many times our heart beats per minute after exercise

Recovery Rate How long it takes our heart to return to normal after exercise

Test What does it measure? How to complete it Diagram

Bleep Test Cardiovascular Endurance Run back and forth in time with the 
bleep.

Sit up bleep test Muscular Endurance Perform a full sit up in time with the 
bleep. 

Hand Grip test Muscular Strength Squeeze the grip dynamometer as 
hard as you can.

Sit and Reach Test Flexibility Put your feet flat against the box, 
keep your legs straight, and reach as 
far as you can.
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Year 7 Spanish – Term 2A

In Spanish lessons, you will need to use different 

skills such as:

• Speaking

• Listening

• Reading

• Writing

It is important that you practise all of these skills in 

your own time as well as in school!

Here are a few ways to help you:

Look/Say/Cover/Write/Check 

Type the word into Google translate and listen to 

how the word is pronounced (said). Then you 

can repeat the word a number of times.

You can also make flash cards, which have both 

Spanish and English on them and you can test 

yourself or get others to test you.
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Year 7 Spanish – Term 2A

 

 Questions you can ask                                                 Countries/Places 

     Spanish                  English                                 Spanish                         English 

Argentina Argentina 

Chile Chile 

Colombia Colombia 

Cuba Cuba 

España Spain 

Estados Unidos United States 

Guinea Ecuatorial Equatorial Guinea 

la Isla de Pascua Easter Island 

las Islas Baleares Balearic Islands 

las Islas Canarias Canary Islands 

las Islas Filipinas Philippines 

Perú Peru 

República Dominicana Dominican Republic 

¿De dónde eres? Where are you from?
¿De dónde es? Where is he/she from?

Other words for you to learn and practice…
La capital Capital
El destino Destination
Famoso/a Famous
Hispanohabiante Spanish-speaking
histórico/a Historic
El mapa Map
El monument       Monument
El mundo World
El país Country

Unit 1.1 El español global  (Global Spanish)

Unit 1.2 ¿Qué tal? (How is it going?)

Questions you can ask
Spanish English

¿Cómo estás? How are you?
¿Qué tal? How are you?

Words you can use to answer the questions
Spanish English 

Greetings/Goodbyes
Spanish English

¡hola! Hello!

Buenos días Good morning/day

Buenas tardes Good afternoon

¡Adiós! Goodbye

¡Hasta luego! 

/¡Hasta la vista!

See you later!

bien well

fantástico/a fantastic

fatal awful

fenomenal great, excellent

mal bad/badly

regular so-so

¿Y tú? And you?

Other words for you to learn and practice... 

 

El alfabeto         alphabet       

Escribir           to write 

Llamarse         to be called 
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Year 7 Spanish – Term 2A Unit 1.3 Mi carnet de identidad (My ID Card)

Question to ask:
¿Cuántos años tienes?         How old are you?

Uno

1

Dos

2

Tres

3

Cuatro

4

Cinco

5

Seis

6

Siete

7

Ocho

8

Nueve

9

Diez

10
Once

11

Doce

12

Trece

13

Catorce

14

Quince

15

Dieciséis

16

Diecisiete

17

Dieciocho

18

Diecinueve

19

Veinte

20
Veintiuno

21

Veintidós

22

Veintitrés

23

Veinticuatro

24

Veinticinco

25

Veintiséis

26

Veintisiete

27

Veintiocho

28

Veintinueve

29

Treinta

30
Treinta y Uno

31 Other words for you to learn and practice…
Spanish English Spanish English
El/la amigo/a         Friend La edad Age
El apellido Surname El lugar de nascimiento Birthplace
El carnet de identidad ID card El nombre Name

Unit 1.4 ¡…y que cumplas muchos más!

(and that you meet many more)

Question to ask:
¿Cuándo es tu cumpleaños?         When is your birthday?

Days of the Week
Spanish English 

Months of the Year
Spanish English

Lunes Monday
Martes Tuesday

Miércoles Wednesday
Jueves Thursday
Viernes Friday
Sábado Saturday
Domingo Sunday

Enero January
Febrero February
Marzo March
Abril April
Mayo May
Junio June
Julio July

Agosto August
Septiembre September

Octubre October
Noviembre November
Diciembre December

Other words for you to learn and practice…
El año year
El cumpleaños birthday
La fecha date
El mes month
El primero         the first
La semana week
El uno the first
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Year 7 Spanish – Term 2A Unit 1.6 ¡Tod@s a clase! (All class)

Other words for you to learn and practice…
Spanish English Spanish English
Detesto I detest Además furthermore
Me encanta I love O or
Me gusta (mucho)    I like (a lot) Pero but 
Mi color favorite es... My favourite colour is… Sin embargo however
No me gusta (nada) I don’t like (at all) También also
Odio I hate Y and
Prefiero I prefer

Colours

Spanish English

Amarillo/a Yellow
Azul Blue

Blanco/a White
Claro/a Light

Gris Grey
Marrón Brown

Morado/a Purple
Naranja Orange
Negro/a Black
Oscuro/a Dark

Rojo/a Red
Rosa Pink
verde Green

El bolígrafo Pen
El cuaderno Exercise book
El estuche Pencil case

lápizLa goma Eraser
La hoja de papel Sheet of paper

El lápiz Pencil
El  libro Book/textbook
El regla Ruler

El sacapuntas Pencil sharpener
Las Tijeras Scissors

Classroom Equipment

Hay…           There is…
Spanish English
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